Abstract To control the sensory-motor system, internal models mimic the transformations between motor commands and sensory signals. The present study proposed to assess the effects of physiological adult ageing on the proprioceptive control of movement and the related internal models. To this aim, one group of young adults and one group of older adults performed an ankle contralateral concurrent matching task in two speed conditions (self-selected and fast). Error, temporal and kinematic variables were used to assess the matching performance. The results demonstrated that older adults used a different mode of control as compared to the young adults and suggested that the internal models of proprioceptive control were altered with ageing. Behavioural expressions of these alterations were dependent upon the considered condition of speed. In the self-selected speed condition, this alteration was expressed through an increased number of corrective sub-movements in older adults as compared to their young peers. This strategy enabled them to reach a level of end-point performance comparable to the young adults' performance. In the fast speed condition, older adults were no more able to compensate for their impaired internal models through additional corrective sub-movements and therefore decreased their proprioceptive control performance. These results provided the basis for a model of proprioceptive control of movement integrating the internal models theory and the continuous and intermittent modes of control. This study also suggested that motor control was affected by the frailty syndrome, i.e. a decreased resistance to stressors, which characterises older adults.
Introduction
Control of the sensory-motor system lies in transformations between sensory signals and motor commands. The internal model theory proposes that the central nervous system models these transformations on the basis of information from previous experience. Convincing data supporting the existence of internal models have been provided by computational, behavioural, neurophysiological and imagery studies (Dean et al. 2010; Flanagan and Wing 1997; Miall and King 2008; Scarchilli and Vercher 1999; Wolpert et al. 1995 . Two types of internal models (inverse and forward) have been discriminated depending on the direction of the mimicked transformation.
Mathematical approaches showed that an inverse kinematic transformation could solve for the set of joint angles required to move the limb along a given spatial trajectory (Saltzman 1979; Whitney 1972) . The fact that humans can view a target in space and imagine their hand moving to this target suggests they have an internal model of this inverse kinematic transformation (Jeannerod 2001) . The fact that they can actually move to this target with eyes closed suggests they also have an internal model of the inverse dynamic transformation from the desired pattern of motion to the muscle activation (Atkeson 1989) . These so-called inverse models implement the desired sensory consequences of actions into a motor command as a function of the current sensory-motor state, context and task (Kawato 1999) .
The efference copy (von Holst 1954) is some information derived from the motor commands of cortical areas involved in planning and executing a motor action. On the basis of this information, the so-called forward models mimic the causal relationship between a motor command and its sensory consequences as a function of a current state, context and task (Jordan and Rumelhart 1992; Wolpert et al. 1995) . The efference copy is first implemented by a so-called forward dynamic model into a predicted dynamic state (Miall and Wolpert 1996; Wolpert and Ghahramani 2000) . Then, the forward sensory model implements this dynamic state into its corresponding sensory information, cancelling out sensory signal induced by selfmotion, taking the noisy sensory measurement apparatus into account and eliminating the effect of the delay related to the sensory control loop (Kleinman 1969) . To better account for the human ability to adapt to different and uncertain environmental conditions, proposed a theory of multiple internal models. In this theory, the transformation between sensory signals and motor commands is not modelled by a single internal model but by multiple ones. In addition, the authors proposed to pair each inverse model with a corresponding forward model. Finally, responsibility signals are distributed across the multiple pairs of internal models to determine how much a particular pair contributes to the sensori-motor transformation.
From this internal model theory, the control of movement can be divided into several stages (Wolpert and Ghahramani 2000) . The central nervous system first selects inverse models that implement the initial state, context and task into the desired states at each point along the movement trajectory. These desired states are then implemented into appropriate motor commands (Kawato et al. 1987) . Previous studies showed that movement could be corrected with a shorter latency (30-45 ms) than the minimal latency required for processing the sensory afferences (80-100 ms) (Cooke and Diggles 1984; van Sonderen et al. 1989 ). These results suggested that the desired state issued from the inverse models and the predicted dynamic state issued from the forward dynamic models could be compared to control the movement before availability of the sensory afferences. Finally, these sensory afferences become available to adjust the ongoing trajectory onto the sensory prediction of the forward sensory models, when necessary (Bard et al. 1999; Branch Coslett et al. 2008; Desmurget et al. 1999; Farrer et al. 2003; Hansen and Elliott 2009; Miall and Wolpert 1996; Wolpert and Ghahramani 2000) .
A commentary inspired from the cybernetics proposed that physiological ageing is associated with a decline in the variety of available system states and responses (Thaler 2002) . Such a decline would result in a decreased variety of internal models and thus a reduced ability to finely adjust movements in older adults. The alteration of internal models in adult ageing has been experimentally assessed using different methods. One of these methods is motor imagery (Personnier et al. 2008 (Personnier et al. , 2010 Skoura et al. 2005) . In this method, a subject internally simulates a movement without moving his limbs or activating the muscles involved in the execution of this movement. On a temporal basis, these studies showed weaker correlations and greater absolute differences between executed and imagined movements in older adults as compared to young ones. Conclusions from these results suggested that internal models become imprecise with advance in age. However, if comparisons between temporal features of executed and imagined movements are consistent with an age-related alteration of the internal models, this method does not assess the spatial features of these models. In addition, time is not explicitly modelled in the internal models theory. Therefore, it could not be valid to infer agerelated differences in the quality of internal models based on differences in the correlation of actual and imagined movement time. Indeed, such differences might only reflect an age-related slowing of a general timing mechanism instead of deficits in the accuracy of sensory-motor transformations represented in the internal models.
Conversely, previous studies assessing the spatial adaptation to visuo-motor distortions suggested that inverse models in older adults were comparable to the ones in young adults. Indeed, both age groups showed similar after-effects which are thought to account for the space recalibration mediated by the internal models and which are presumably not confounded by strategic corrections (Bock 2005; Buch et al. 2003; Hegele and Heuer 2010) . Nevertheless, results from these visuo-motor adaptation studies were not that univocal. Bock (2005) hypothesised that the absence of age-related alteration of the after-effects reflected deficits of recalibration which were balanced out by increased perseveration. To test this hypothesis, Bock intended to transfer the visuo-motor adaptation from a pointing task to a tracking task. Adaptation in the tracking task would therefore not involve the replication of previously learned behaviour and would thus not be biased by perseveration. If the study concluded to an absence of statistical difference of adaptation in the tracking task between the two age groups, a closer data analysis revealed that older adults' adaptation still tended to be degraded as compared to the adaptation of the young ones.
Analyses of movement kinematics in young and older adults have been performed to investigate the underlying mechanisms of motor control. Most of these studies used goal-directed aiming movements and divided these movements into different phases for analysis. Two main methods have been used to determine these phases. The first one divides movements into acceleration and deceleration phases, with the instant of peak velocity being the division point Darling et al. 1989; Goggin and Meeuwsen 1992; Goggin and Stelmach 1990; Lyons et al. 1996; Murrell and Entwisle 1960; Rey-Robert et al. 2012; Welford et al. 1969; Yan et al. 2000) . Results of these studies showed age-related differences in the duration of the acceleration and/or deceleration phases, as well as in the positional, velocity and acceleration profiles. These kinematic alterations could originate from changes in movement strategies and/or from an alteration of the internal models in adult ageing. However, the ability for older adults to reach end-point performances comparable to those obtained in young adults suggested that internal models were as efficient in young and older adults.
The second method divides the movement into initial and secondary sub-movements (Ketcham et al. 2002; Lyons et al. 1996; Pratt et al. 1994; SeidlerDobrin and Stelmach 1998; Welsh et al. 2007; Yan et al. 2000) . In this method, a sub-movement is considered to have ended when the acceleration profile changes from negative to positive. One of these studies showed that older adults exhibited a greater number of corrective sub-movements than young adults near the end of the movement (Lyons et al. 1996) . These corrective sub-movements are presumably related to an inaccuracy of the initial motor command in older adults which is also supported by the decreased end-point performance in primary sub-movements (Ketcham et al. 2002; Pratt et al. 1994) . As the motor control is based on information arising from internal models, the observed increased need for corrective sub-movements supported an age-related alteration of these models. However, other studies evidenced an absence of age-related differences in the number of sub-movements per movement (Seidler-Dobrin and Stelmach 1998), the proportion of movements containing a secondary sub-movement (Pratt et al. 1994) and the spatial location of the end of the primary submovement (Seidler-Dobrin and Stelmach 1998; Welsh et al. 2007 ). Nevertheless, due to the knowledge of the result inherent in aiming movements to visual targets, a learning effect that could enable older adults to compensate for a possible alteration of the internal models cannot be ruled out from the discussion of these latter studies. Removing visual information on target location upon movement initiation (Elliott et al. 1991; Seidler-Dobrin and Stelmach 1998) would solve this problem but produce other limitations associated with the quick degradation of visual information related to the movement environment after visual occlusion (Elliott 1988; Elliott and Madalena 1987) . This removal also implies sensory reweighting processes which have shown to be altered in adult ageing (Eikema et al. 2012; Speers et al. 2002) .
Adaptation of a method classically used to test the proprioceptive perception could remove the aforementioned limits in internal models assessment: the contralateral concurrent joint position matching task (Adamo et al. 2007; Goble and Brown 2007) . In this task, a subject's limb is displaced to a reference position. The task consists in reproducing this reference position with the contralateral limb, the control of this active movement being based on proprioceptive information. The reference position can be seen as a proprioceptive target which allows the absence of visual feedback and sensory reweighting.
The present study proposed to assess the effects of physiological adult ageing on the proprioceptive control of movement and the related internal models. To this aim, one group of young adults and one group of older adults performed an ankle contralateral concurrent matching task in two speed conditions (self-selected and fast). These conditions intended to assess age-related differences in the absence and presence of temporal constraints, respectively. It was hypothesised that (1) the ability to accurately match the proprioceptive target in the self-selected speed condition was not different between young and older adults. Indeed, although it was against an increased cognitive cost and additional neural resources, previous studies showed that older adults were able to reach levels of proprioceptive control of movement comparable to those of young adults (Batavia et al. 1999; Boisgontier et al. 2012; Deshpande et al. 2003; Goble et al. 2012a, b; Heuninckx et al. 2008; Marks 1996; Pickard et al. 2003) . However, on the basis of the differences observed in motor imagery (Personnier et al. 2010 (Personnier et al. , 2008 Skoura et al. 2005 ) and kinematic studies (Elliott and Hansen 2010; Goggin and Meeuwsen 1992; ReyRobert et al. 2012 ; Seidler-Dobrin and Stelmach 1998), we hypothesised that (2) older adults were not able to reach the same level of end-point performance as the young adults in the fast speed condition due to the temporal constraints, making it impossible to use additional sub-movements to compensate for the presumably altered internal models. We also hypothesised that (3) older adults required a greater number of corrective sub-movements reflecting an intermittent control movement used to compensate for a presumed alteration of the internal models.
Methods

Participants
Twelve older adults (age 76±8 years; weight 57± 11 kg; height 163±12 cm; mean±SD) and 12 young adults (age 28±3 years; weight 65±8 kg; height 173± 8 cm) without history of neurological disease, diabetes or lower limb injuries participated in the study. To ensure that this study assessed physiological adult ageing, participants had to validate different criteria to be involved in the experiment. They all had a normal pre-testing examination to exclude peripheral vascular disease and peripheral neuropathy. Participants lived independently in their own accommodation and reported no history of falls in the past year. A fall was defined as an event resulting in a person inadvertently coming to rest on the ground or another lower level. To assess the cognitive function, all participants took a Mini Mental State Examination (Folstein et al. 1975 ) and the minimum score for inclusion was set at 27 out of 30. To identify leg dominance which was an inclusion criterion, participants were asked their preference for kicking a ball toward a target (Peters 1988) . All participants indicated their right leg as their dominant leg. They all gave written informed consent and their rights were protected as required by the Helsinki Declaration (1964) and the local Ethics Committee.
Setup and procedure
Participants were comfortably seated barefoot with their feet secured with Velcro straps onto two rotating lightweight paddles (Fig. 1) . A panel was placed above their legs to ensure the absence of ankle visual feedback. Position of the lower extremities was standardised and maintained for all conditions with the thighs horizontal and the knees bent at approximately 70°. Ankle movements were restricted to the ankle in the sagittal plane. Precision linear potentiometers attached on both paddles provided an analogue voltage signal which was converted into angular displacements proportional to the ankle joint angle. At the beginning of each experiment, potentiometer outputs for both paddles were checked and, when calibrated, gave an angular resolution of 0.01°. Participants held a switch in the dominant hand to record the trial. Signals from the potentiometers and the switch were sampled at 100 Hz.
The reference foot and the matching foot were the non-dominant and dominant feet, respectively. To perform the contralateral concurrent ankle position matching task, one experimenter passively positioned the participant's reference foot on a fixed support at 10± 0.1°above horizontal, corresponding to a 10°plantar-flexion position. Participants were instructed to maintain the muscles of their leg relaxed throughout the duration of ten trials. Immediately following the positioning of the reference limb, a verbal 'ready' command alerted participants of the start of the trial. Following a 2-s delay and the verbal command 'go', participants' task was to actively reproduce the reference position with the matching foot. Participants were informed that this was not a reaction time task. Therefore, they could start moving whenever they liked after the 'go' signal. Participants were instructed to indicate that they had achieved a subjective satisfactory matching by pressing the switch that registered the trial. Participants did not receive any feedback about their matching performance neither during nor after the matching performance. Once the matching had been validated, the participant repositioned the matching foot in the initial position (5±0.1°u nder horizontal). This matching task was performed in two experimental conditions which were counterbalanced across participants. In the self-selected speed condition, participants were instructed to produce an accurate matching at a self-selected speed. This was explained to them as being the speed at which they felt most comfortable: the speed they would choose by preference. This condition aimed at assessing participants' ability to accurately match a proprioceptive position and to evidence possible age-related differences in the number of sub-movements required to reach the targeted position. In the fast speed condition, participants were instructed to perform the matching as quickly and as accurately as possible in one single movement. This condition aimed at imposing a minimum number of sub-movements. Before each condition, participants received specific instructions on how to perform the experimental task and then performed three trials of familiarisation. For each condition, ten blocked trials were recorded for a total of 20 trials per participant.
Dependent variables
Three error, three temporal and two kinematic dependent variables were used to assess the matching performance. The error-dependent variables were the total error, the variable error and the constant error (Schmidt and Lee 2005) . The total error (TE) was used to measure the end-point overall performance. Combining accuracy and variability (namely, TE²0variable error²+constant error²), its formula is
, where x i is the score on trial i, T is the target (10±0.1°above horizontal) and n is the number of trials the participant performed (n010). The variable error (VE) was a measure of the spread about participant's own average. Its formula is
where M is the participant's average score. The constant error (CE) was a measure of response bias. Its formula is
Þ=n. This variable represents the amount and direction of deviation relative to the target. Negative CE indicated that the matching foot undershot the reference position whereas positive CE indicated that the matching foot overshot the reference position. For the temporal dependent variables, the total matching time was defined as the mean time elapsed between movement onset and the moment the participant pressed the switch to record the trial. A movement was determined to have started when the ankle position exceeded the initial position by more than 0.1°. In an attempt to discriminate (1) the time required to reach a stabilised position and (2) the time required to validate this position, the total matching movement was divided into two phases. The algorithm which was used to determine the end of the positioning phase and the onset of the validation phase worked backward from the final matching position and stopped at the first sample strictly superior or inferior to the final matching position plus or minus 1.5°(i.e. 10 % of the distance between the initial position of the matching foot and the reference position), respectively. As the foot position was stable during the validation phase, the kinematic analysis only assessed the positioning phase by measuring the peak velocity and computing the number of times the mean acceleration profile crossed the zero line. This latter variable was used to examine corrective sub-movements which are designed to reduce the errors made in the previous sub-movements (Elliott et al. 1991; Keele 1968; van Donkelaar and Franks 1991; Yan et al. 2000) .
Results
To describe the behaviours in the matching task, different age groups and conditions, the position, velocity and acceleration profiles have been illustrated in Fig. 2 for each participant and the mean of all participants. For the statistical analysis of the ankle matching performance, 2 age groups (young adults vs. older adults)×2 speeds (self-selected vs. fast) analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with repeated measures on the last factor were applied to the different dependent variables. The level of significance was set at P< 0.05. The purpose of these ANOVAs was to assess the effects of physiological adult ageing on internal models in proprioceptive control. A correlation analysis was also performed between peak velocity and constant error to test whether the response bias was only explained by the initially planned trajectory (a strong correlation would validate this hypothesis) or also by compensatory adjustments to this trajectory (no correlation would validate this hypothesis) (Messier and Kalaska 1999) . Indeed, if the trajectory was predetermined before movement initiation, the initial kinematics of the matching illustrated by peak velocity should predict the end-point distribution illustrated by the constant error. Conversely, if patterns of movement amplitude and peak velocity are different, this would suggest that processes occurring during movement execution influenced the distribution of end-point positions.
As illustrated in Fig. 3a , analysis of TE showed significant main effects of age group (F 1, 11 025.14, P< 0.001) and speed condition (F 1, 11 014.78, P00.003) with greater TE for the older adults and the fast speed condition. The interaction of group×speed was also significant (F 1, 11 09.51, P00.010). The decomposition of the interaction into its simple main effects showed that the older adults exhibited a greater TE than the young adults in the fast speed condition (3.8±0.6 vs. 11.7±2.0°, P00.003) but not in the self-selected speed condition (3.0±0.3 vs. 3.8±0.5°, P00.957).
As illustrated in Fig. 3b , analysis of VE showed a significant main effect of age group (F 1, 11 08.48, P0 0.014) with greater VE for the older adults. No significant main effect of speed (F 1, 11 02.38, P00.151) nor significant interaction of group×speed (F 1, 11 02.15, P00.171) were evidenced.
As illustrated in Fig. 3c , analysis of CE showed significant main effects of age group (F 1, 11 017.49, P00.002) and speed (F 1, 11 011.68, P00.006) with greater CE for the older adults and the fast speed condition. The interaction of group×speed was also significant (F 1, 11 06.64, P00.026). The decomposition of the interaction into its simple main effects showed that the older adults exhibited a greater CE than the young adults in the fast speed condition (2.2± 1.0 vs. 10.6 ± 2.1°, P 00.004) but not in the selfselected speed condition (0.4±0.8 vs. 1.5±1.0°, P0 0.756). Analyses were also performed for the error values at the end of the positioning time and showed similar results due to the backward method used to determine the positioning time.
As illustrated in Fig. 4a , analysis of the total matching time showed significant main effects of age group (F 1, 11 0 5.93, P00.033) and speed (F 1, 11 021.33, P<0.001) with longer matching times for the older adults and the selfselected speed condition. The interaction of group×speed was not significant (F 1, 11 00.47, P00.506).
As illustrated in Fig. 4b , analysis of the positioning time showed significant main effects of age group (F 1, 11 010.79, P00.007) and speed (F 1, 11 0 13.35, P00.004) with a longer positioning time for the older adults and the self-selected speed condition. The interaction of group×speed was not significant (F 1, 11 01.20, P00.296).
As illustrated in Fig. 4c , analysis of the validation time showed no significant main effect of age group (F 1, 11 00.74, P00.406) but a significant main effect of speed (F 1, 11 021.46, P<0.001) with a longer validation time in the self-selected speed condition. The interaction of group × speed was not significant (F 1, 11 03.21, P00.101). Analysis of peak velocity showed no significant main effects of age group (F 1, 11 00.12, P00.734) but a significant main effect of speed (F 1, 11 025.08, P<0.001) with a greater peak velocity in the fast speed condition (52.6±6.3 vs. 100.7±11.4°/s). The interaction of group×speed was not significant (F 1, 11 03.97, P00.07). As illustrated in Fig. 5 , analysis of the correlation between the peak velocity and the constant error showed weak correlation coefficients for the young adults in both self-selected (r00.12, P<0.05) and fast speed (r00.21, P<0.05) conditions as well as for the older adults in the self-selected speed condition (r00.30, P<0.05). The present results suggested that in these conditions, the end-point position was related Fig. 3 Mean total errors (a), variable errors (b) and constant errors (c) of each participant in degrees as a function of age group (young adults in white; older adults in black) and speed condition (self-selected; fast). The hatched line, the bottom and the top of the box, the lower and upper whiskers and the circles respectively depict the median, the 25th and 75th percentile, the smallest and the largest mean and the outliers to adjustments subsequent to the initial motor command. For the older adults in the fast speed condition, the correlation coefficient was strong (r00.78, P< 0.05) and suggested that the end-point position was mainly related to the initial motor command.
As illustrated in Fig. 6 , analysis of the number of zero-crossings in the acceleration profiles during the positioning time showed significant main effects of age group (F 1, 11 05.42, P00.040) and speed (F 1, 11 016.77, P00.002) with a greater number of zero-crossings for the older adults and the self-selected speed condition. The interaction group×speed was also significant (F 1, 11 05.16, P00.044). The decomposition of the interaction into its simple main effects showed that the older adults exhibited a greater number of zerocrossings than the young adults in the self-selected speed condition (2.7±0.7 vs. 7.9±1.9, P00.002) but not in the fast speed condition (1.4±0.3 vs. 1.8±0.4, P00.996). These results suggested that older adults used adjustments subsequent to the initial motor command in the self-selected speed condition but not in the fast speed one.
Discussion
In this study, one group of young adults and one group of older adults performed a contralateral concurrent ankle matching task in self-selected and fast speed conditions to assess age-related alterations in the proprioceptive control of movement and the related internal models. For the sake of clarity, the following discussion has been divided in seven sub-sections. Working memory
As the target angle was the same for all trials, the present results could have reflected an age-related difference in a working memory mechanism that builds a representation of the target position over trials. Indeed, working memory has shown to be impaired in normal ageing (e.g. Gazzaley et al. 2005 ). However, Goble et al. (2010b) outlined that a longer time of reference limb presentation affords participants an increased opportunity to develop neural representations of the reference limb position to be matched. Furthermore, the literature suggests that presenting the reference limb for an extended period of time to older adults enabled them to reach a performance of proprioceptive control similar to the young adults' one. Indeed, three of the studies which assessed the proprioceptive control of movement of young and older adults in a contralateral concurrent matching task showed that older adults exhibited greater absolute errors than young ones (Adamo et al. 2007 (Adamo et al. , 2009 Meeuwsen et al. 1993) , whereas the other study did not evidence significant errors between young and older adults (Boisgontier et al. 2012 ). The only difference between the first three studies and the last one was the time spent in the reference position. In the first three studies, the reference foot was maintained for one trial only whereas in the last one it was maintained for ten successive trials. In other words, when performing a contralateral concurrent matching task, older adults took more advantage from the working memory mechanism than young adults. It could be assumed that young adults did not need additional time of presentation of the reference limb position to reach the best performance of proprioceptive control. As a consequence, young adults would not benefit from a longer time of presentation of the reference limb with a ceiling effect. Therefore, as the presumed working memory mechanisms implicated in a contralateral concurrent matching task reduced the effects of ageing on the proprioceptive control performance, the differences observed in the present study were likely not reflecting an age-related difference in working memory.
Origin of the sub-movements
Despite the fact that previous studies assumed that the number of zero-line crossings in the acceleration profile could be used to infer the number of corrective sub-movements (Elliott et al. 1991; Keele 1968; van Donkelaar and Franks 1991; Yan et al. 2000) , we explored the other potential origins of sub-movements to test whether they could be ruled out from the discussion. First, physiological tremor could also produce sub-movements. However, its frequency declines after the age of 40 years from 10 to 6 Hz in older adults (Marshall 1961) . As the mean positioning time in the self-selected speed condition was near 0.5 s for the young adults and near 1 s for the older adults, the number of sub-movements which could be related to the physiological tremor would have been approximately the same for the young and older adults (approximately five vs. six sub-movements, respectively). Therefore, the increased number of sub-movements observed in older adults was likely not related to physiological tremor. Second, as pointed out by Loram et al. (2011) , 'responses may be constructed and executed in a serial fashion in which case sensory information may be assimilated continuously but only responded to at particular times when actions are executed'. However, given the short duration and the simplicity of the matching task performed in the present study, such a construction and its related submovements was unlikely. Finally, sub-movements could originate from a strategy aiming at propelling the limb near to the target in an initial sub-movement and consequently performing a secondary submovement to reach the target. In this latter case, even if they were a consequence of an initial strategy, submovements were still related to a correction, or at least to an adjustment of the matching movement. The zeroline crossings in the acceleration profile observed in the present study were thus assumed to mainly reflect the number of corrective sub-movements necessary to adjust the matching performance.
End-point performances
In the self-selected speed condition, no difference in the overall end-point performance of proprioceptive control (total error) was observed between the two age groups (hypothesis 1). This absence of significant age-related difference supported previous studies showing that older adults were able to reach levels of proprioceptive control performance comparable to those observed in young adults (Batavia et al. 1999; Boisgontier et al. 2012; Deshpande et al. 2003; Goble et al. 2012a, b; Marks 1996; Pickard et al. 2003) . The splitting of the total error into variable and constant errors confirmed this similar pattern of end-point results between age groups. In the fast speed condition, older adults degraded their overall end-point performance (total error) as compared to young ones. This result showed that older adults were not able to reach levels of end-point performance comparable to the young adults when they were submitted to a temporal constraint (hypothesis 2). The splitting of the total error into variable and constant errors showed that this decrease in the overall end-point performance was mainly related to the constant error, evidencing an overshooting behaviour in the older adults as compared to the young ones. This result supported the study of Boisgontier et al. (2012) which showed that older adults overshot the proprioceptive target when the cognitive load increased. Together, these results suggested that when they have to deal with a stressor (temporal or cognitive) in a proprioceptive task, older adults overshoot rather than undershoot the target. In the present study, the overshoot was unlikely a deliberate strategy because participants were instructed to match the position in one single movement. It could rather reflect an age-related alteration of the proprioceptive control of movement. This overshoot also supported previous postural results of older adults in quiet standing tasks which could be seen as a succession of small reaching movements toward a vestibulo-proprioceptive target, i.e. the body equilibrium. In these studies, older adults exhibited a greater tendency to overshoot the body equilibrium over short-term intervals which are supposed to reflect an open-loop mode of control (Collins et al. 1995) . This correspondence between results in ankle proprioceptive control and postural control was consistent with the observed correlation between ankle proprioception and postural balance performance (Goble et al. 2011) .
The total matching time and positioning time extensions observed in older adults as compared to young ones supported previous studies of self-selected speed matching tasks (Boisgontier et al. 2012 ) and fast speed goal-directed aiming movements Ketcham et al. 2002; Seidler-Dobrin and Stelmach 1998; Welford et al. 1969; Welsh et al. 2007 ) which showed a longer movement time in older than in young adults. These time extensions observed in older adults could be seen as an attempt to increase the presentation time of the reference limb. Indeed, a longer time of reference limb presentation affords individuals an increased opportunity to develop neural representations of the reference position to be matched (Goble et al. 2010b) .
Finally, analysis of the validation time showed that older adults needed a greater time to validate the stabilised position in the fast speed condition. Duration of the validation time increased by 300 ms on average. As the predicted difference for simple reaction time measure between the two age groups of this study was approximately 100 ms (Der and Deary 2006) , the remaining 200 ms probably reflected additional cognitive processes required to validate the proprioceptive performance of older adults in the fast speed condition.
Continuous vs. intermittent models
Whether a continuous (e.g. Kleinman 1969) or an intermittent (e.g. Gawthrop et al. 2011 ) model of control is more appropriate to explain the motor behaviour has been widely discussed in the literature. Results of the present study suggested that the control of movement was mainly continuous in young adults and mainly intermittent in older adults.
Intermittency is characterised by sub-movements which are triggered by an error crossing a threshold (Asai et al. 2009; Hanneton et al. 1997; Miall et al. 1993; Wolpert et al. 1992) . In both self-selected and fast speed conditions, the weak correlations observed between the peak velocity and the constant error suggested that the young adults used adjustments to reach the endpoint position (Messier and Kalaska 1999) . However the number of zero-crossings in the acceleration profile of the self-selected and fast speed conditions (2.7±0.7 and 1.4±0.3, respectively) showed that young adults did not use sub-movements. Together, these results suggested that the movement trajectory of young adults was adjusted by a continuous model of control.
The correlation between the peak velocity and the constant error was also weak for the older adults in the self-selected speed condition. This result suggested that the older adults used adjustments to reach the end-point position (Messier and Kalaska 1999) . Concurrently to this weak correlation, the older adults showed secondary sub-movements as evidenced by the number of zero-crossings in the acceleration profile (7.9 ± 1.9) (hypothesis 3). The sub-movements observed in the older adults were consistent with previous results in aiming arm movements (Yan et al. 2000) . Together, these results suggested that the movement trajectory of older adults was adjusted by an intermittent model of control. Conversely, the strong correlation observed between the peak velocity and the constant error in the fast condition for the older adults suggested that there was no adjustment in this condition (Messier and Kalaska 1999) . Results suggested, in the fast condition, that the continuous and intermittent modes of control failed to correct the trajectory errors. If the temporal constraint may have prevented the intermittent control to adjust the trajectory through a sub-movement, there is no explanation for the absence of continuous corrections except the absence of a continuous mode of control. The internal models theory may explain this potential absence of a continuous control in older adults.
Models of control and internal models
Both continuous and intermittent models acknowledge the necessity of internal models to control human movements. The basic idea of the theory of multiple internal models is that a set of multiple pairs of corresponding forward and inverse models is selected to control a given motor behaviour, a greater responsibility being attributed to pairs exhibiting low prediction errors and therefore best capturing the current dynamics of the system. The pairs of internal models used for a single movement differ from each other on the basis of the specific experience they account for. Therefore, to control the movement of a joint, a single pair of internal models would provide the system with a weaker prediction than the one resulting from the weighting of multiple pairs. The exact number of pairs which are selected to control a movement would depend on the participant's sensory-motor experience. As suggested by the present results, both types of models of control were consistent with the multiple internal models theory (Fig. 7) .
The continuous control observed in young adults could result from a reweighting process within a single selection of pairs of internal models. This reweighting would result in a corrected predictor which prevents the movement trajectory to reach the error threshold that requires a new selection of internal models to be corrected. This new selection of internal models would imply a discontinuity in the control process, i.e. a sub-movement.
The switch from a continuous to an intermittent mode of control observed in the older adults could be explained by an age-related decreased variety of internal models rather than by an age-related degradation of internal models. Indeed, for the older adults in the fast speed condition, degradation of the internal models would have resulted in a degraded control, which was not the case as there was no control at all. Potential reasons for the impoverishment of the older adults' repertoire of internal models are discussed in the following sub-section. In this context of impoverished repertoire, older adults no longer had the specific set of internal models which fit to the desired movement. Therefore, the only way to control the system was to successively use multiple sets of internal models resulting in an increased number of sub-movements. The limit of this intermittent control was evidenced by older adults' performance in the fast speed condition. When there was not enough time to perform a sub-movement, the movement was not adjusted and the end-point position was the result of the initial set of internal models' selection, only.
Origins of age-related alteration of the system of internal models Taken together, the results of the present and previous studies showed that the older adults' proprioceptive control of movement was different from the young ones and suggested that the system of internal models related to this control was altered in physiological adult ageing. Multiple and non-exclusive hypotheses can explain this system's alteration. Knowing the body state, for example the position and velocity of a body segment relative to other segments and to the environment, is fundamental for an efficient proprioceptive control. This knowledge is based on two types of information: one issued from sensory signals and the other one from internal models' prediction when the movement has already begun. With regard to the sensory signals, age-related alterations in muscle, joint and skin receptors are well documented (e.g. Bolton et al. 1966; Salo and Tatton 1993; Swash and Fox 1972) . These changes lead to a decreased resolution of the sensory inputs coming from these proprioceptive receptors (Levin and Benton 1973; Miwa et al. 1995) . Additionally, a deficient neuromodulation is suspected to cause less distinct internal representations (Li and Sikstrom 2002) . Age-related alterations of internal representations of space and body position are presumably a direct consequence of these decreased resolution of sensory inputs and distinctiveness of internal representations (Barbieri et al. 2010; Ghafouri and Lestienne 2000; Lepelley et al. 2010) . As a consequence of these decreases, inverse models and paired forward models become impoverished. The increased number of sub-movements observed for older adults in the self-selected speed condition could be a consequence of this decrease variety of paired internal models. Additionally, the age-related reorganisation of motor units (Erim et al. 1999 ) and increasing muscular noise (Enoka et al. 2003 ) may alter the ability of the central nervous system to finely mimic the direct relationship between motor commands and their consequences. Finally, as sensory reweighting has shown to be altered with ageing (Eikema et al. 2012; Speers et al. 2002) , it could be extrapolated that reweighting of responsibilities between the pairs of internal models would also be altered in adult ageing. Such an alteration could partly explain the observed shift from a continuous mode of control in young adults toward an intermittent one in older adults.
Frailty in the proprioceptive control of movement At a more general level, the suggested decrease in pairs of internal models in older adults would be consistent with the perspective of Thaler (2002) decline in the variety of available system states and responses. This decline does not necessarily result in a degraded end-point performance in older adults as compared to young ones. Indeed, recent studies showed that older adults could reach levels of motor performance comparable to those obtained in young adults. However, to reach such levels of performance, older adults had to recruit additional attentional and cortical resources which could be interpreted as a compensating mechanism (Boisgontier et al. 2012; Goble et al. 2010a, b; Heuninckx et al. 2004 Heuninckx et al. , 2005 Heuninckx et al. , 2008 Hutchinson et al. 2002; Mattay et al. 2002; Naccarato et al. 2006 ). This additional recruitment reduced the remaining attentional and cortical resources as evidenced by a degraded behavioural performance in older adults when the task complexity increased (Boisgontier et al. 2012; Goble et al. 2012b; Heuninckx et al. 2004; Seidler et al. 2002) . The present study is in line with previous ones supporting the idea that motor control is also affected by the frailty syndrome, i.e. a decreased resistance to stressors such as time constraint, which characterises older adults (Fried et al. 2001) .
Conclusion
Since comparison between actual and predicted states of the system could not be performed by the central nervous system in the motor imagery studies, the increased time required to perform the movement observed in older adults as compared to young ones supported an age-related alteration of the inverse models (e.g. Personnier et al. 2008; Skoura et al. 2005) . However, the absence of end-point differences in goaldirected aiming movements to visual target (e.g. Welsh et al. 2007; Rey-Robert et al. 2012) suggested that the presumed alteration of inverse internal models could be compensated for through online adjustments of the trajectory. However, due to the visual knowledge of the result, these adjustments could have also been the consequence of a learning effect. The similar level of proprioceptive control performance observed in young and older adults in the present and previous studies confirmed that these adjustments were not related to a learning effect (e.g. Boisgontier et al. 2012; Goble et al. 2012a, b; Heuninckx et al. 2008) but to a compensation from the system of control. In the present study, the contralateral matching task was used as a goal-directed aiming movement task, the reference foot being seen as a proprioceptive target. This paradigm allowed elimination of visual feedback and sensory reweighting which were potential confounders of age-related alterations in the proprioceptive control of movement. For the first time, this study evidenced that proprioceptive-based movements of older adults were controlled differently than young adults' equivalent movements, that is, intermittently vs. continuously, respectively. We proposed to explain these results in light of the multiple internal models theory. Specifically, we proposed that the continuous control of movement was performed through reweighting of responsibilities within a single set of internal models whereas the intermittent control of movement was performed through the selection of new sets of internal models resulting in additional sub-movements.
The necessity for an age-related switch from a continuous to an intermittent mode of control could be explained by an age-related decrease of internal models' variety. Indeed, the results of the present study suggested that ageing does not specifically affect inverse models, forward models or responsibility generators. As the human system ages, some of its sensory receptors become deficient (e.g. Kararizou et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2005) or disappear (e.g. Morisawa 1998 ). As a result, the ability to perceive different sensations decreases, which also induces a loss of variety in the repertoire of responses. The age-related decrease of the variety of sensations and responses may directly impact the variety of internal models which are based on sensori-motor experience . This impoverished repertoire of internal models prevents the system from performing fine adjustments through a continuous mode of control. As a result, in order to still be able to control the movement, the system needs to switch toward an intermittent mode of control.
Obviously, the present study did not totally unmask all the facets of motor control and internal models of ageing. However, the original way the matching task has been used and in which the results have been analysed provided interesting information for better understanding the ageing process of the proprioceptive control of movement and its inseparable internal models.
